Vacancy: Financial Controller of Unifer LLC Ukraine
Place of Work:
Office Kakhovka or Kiev
Your position in our company:
We offer the unique opportunity to gain working experience in a dynamically developing, innovative international
enterprise with HQ in Germany.
The offered position is a financial controller in our Financial Dpmt. If you are active and are ready to learn and
manage, after successful period you can get the position of Financial director in a great international team of
professionals.
Professional skills and experience:
-

Master's degree in Economics, Business Administration, or equivalent;

-

3 - 5 years of experience in controlling in international environment or equivalent could be a
supplementary advantage but not necessary;

-

Accounting and reporting background is highly preferable;

-

Knowledge and practical skills in preparation of financial plans, forecasts and budgets

-

Solid understanding of financial processes, P&L, СF, Balance sheet and local accounting (GAAP) as well as
IFRS;

-

Advanced level of Excel knowledge is required;

-

Solid understanding of accounting principles for financial analysis purposes;

-

Good understanding of local tax and legal regulations;

-

Knowledge of English (high level).

Social skills and abilities:
-

Strong leadership capabilities;

-

Full commitment, enthusiasm and ability to make decisions in emergency situations, attention to detail,
working with large amounts of data;

-

Business and commercial minded and operative approach;

-

Good interpersonal and communication skills.

Functions and responsibilities:
-

Analysis of financial and economic condition of the company and results of its activity;

-

Monitoring of key indicators of operating and accounting report;

-

Preparation and checking of elements of management accounting;

-

Budgeting and planning of the company's operating activity;

-

Accounting for the movement of funds of the company and reporting to management;

-

Support the process of the operational funding for the enterprise;

-

Support audit programs in the preparation of audit reporting (IFRS, GAAP).

Salary and working conditions:
-

Your starting salary will depend on your education, professional experience and skills;

-

In case of an excellent performance and extraordinary professional and social skills, we are ready to
consider an offer for a permanent position in our company after termination of the trainee programme.

Contacts:
If you are interested in the vacancy, please send us your application form per e-mail, together with the following
components:
1. Motivation letter, where you shortly describe why do you believe to be the right candidate for our
company and for this position, including the earliest date you are available for work and your salary
expectation;
2. Your CV;
3. Copies of your university diploma and other important certificates;
4. If available, recommendation letters – e.g. from your university teachers, from your superiors of
internships during the university courses and/or from previous places of work.

Please send your application file to: Olga Chupryna, Unifer International GmbH (Elmenhorst/Germany), E-mail:
olga@unifer.de , deadline: Oct. 20, 2018.
If you would like to know more about our company and the vacancy, do not hesitate to contact us by phone:
+49 172 5405605.

